Start your journey on the path to the ultimate in audio experience with our specially-discontinued and discontinued products at bargain prices. These products are hand-picked from our extensive collection, ensuring you the best in high-fidelity audio. Not only do you get exceptional sound quality, but you also support the preservation of rare and discontinued items.

The Alpha S25, one of the best speaker cables we know, comes with terrific Furutech low-mass connectors. Its high-end construction offers superior performance and a true musical experience.

Spotify's music selection is vast, but Neil Young's opinion on the matter is straightforward: he hates Spotify. He has a right to his opinion, but it's worth considering why he feels this way. The quality of streamed music versus traditional vinyl or CD is a topic of debate, with many arguing that compression can significantly degrade the audio experience.

The New York Times published an article in August discussing Neil Young's stance on this issue. In it, he expressed his disdain for the compressed audio offered by services like Spotify. He cited examples of files encoded in MQA, which are not compatible with hardware decoders unless you have a specific decoder. This is a debated point among audiophiles, with some defending MQA as a superior encoding method.

Neil Young has always been a proponent of high-resolution audio. His concerts have been renowned for their high sound quality, and he's been known to say that Spotify doesn't sound like a divine experience. His dedication to high fidelity music is evident in his interview with David Samuels, where he says, "It sounds like someone bought a rotating electric fan at a thrift store and said 'This is God.'"

As we continue to explore the world of high-end audio, remember to be open to different opinions and experiences. Experiment with different streaming services and audio formats to find what truly speaks to your ears. The world of music is vast, and there's always something new to discover and appreciate. Whether you're still hearing compressed music or shifting to high-resolution formats, your journey is just beginning.